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Note: l, Answer uny FIVE J'ull questi'ons, choosing one futt question .from each motlule.

2, Use of stcttistical tables i,t permitted.

Module-1
1 a. Use Taylor's series methccl to find y at x: 1.1, considering terms upto third degree given

.dv
1[31 :l- - x + y apd ;r( l) : 0. (05 Nlarks)

dx 
dv v-xb. Using Rurige-Kutta method, find y(0.2) for the equation + = 

-; 
y(0) : l, taking

dx y+x
h = 0.2. 05 Nlarks)

c. Given 9=*'-y, y(0) I and the values y(0.1) 0.90516, y(0.2) : 0.8212i,
dx

),(0.3) :0.74918, evaluate y(0.4), using Adams-Bashfbrth nTethod. (06 r\lnrks)

OR
-J.,dv7 a. Using Euler's modified method, find y(0.1) given :r - x-y'. y(0) : 1, taking h:0.1.

(05 Marks)

Solre { = xy ; y( l) : 2, find the approximate solution at x : 1.2. using Runge-Kutta
dx

method. (05 Ntarks)

dv ) .,
Soive "r=x-y' with the following data y(0) : 0, y'(0 3; : 0.02. y(0.4) : 0.0795,

dx
y(0.6) = 0.1762, compute y at x:0.8, using Milne's method. (06 Marks)

Module-2.
3 a. Using Runge-Kutta method of order four, solve y" =y *xy', y(0) : 1, y'(0) : 0 to f-ind

y(0.2). (05 Nlarks)

b. Express the polynomial 2x3 -x'-3x +-:. in terms of Legendre polynomials, (05 Nlarks)

c. If o and B are two distinct roots c-,f Jn(x) : 0 then prove that JxJ"(crx)J,(px)dx=0,
' r" 

"-l'

Time: 3 hrs.
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15MAT41
Module-3

Derive Cauchy-Riemann equations in polar form. (05 Marks)

. sin nzt +,
E,valuate +:---js]|dz where C is the circle izl :3, using Cauchy's residue theorem.t, (r-l)'(z-2)

(05 Marks)
Find the bilinear transformation which meps z : oo, i, 0 on to w : 0, i, co. (06 Marks)

OR
State and prove Cauchy's integral lbrniula.

- sin 2xll u = . llnd the cr.'rresponding analyic lunction
cosh 2y + cos 2x

Discuss the transfbrmation * : r'.

Module-4
Derive mean and stan.iard deviation of the binornial distribution.

(05 Marks)

f(z)=u+iv. (o5Marks)

(06 Marks)

(05 Marks)
If the probapjl.fty'i1iu1 an individual will suffer a bad reaction from an injection of a given
serum is ,0;0.01,-.determine the probability that out of 2000 individual (i) exactly 3 (ii) more
lhan2 iildlViduals will suffer a bad reaction. (05 Marks)

c. The joint nrobability distribution for two random variables X and Y is as follows:

-

r' '1,
::.1_., t.)

i I \,'... ".'
, .-...,: 

:

8a.
b.

than60%o marks. Find the mean and standard deviation if the marks ale normally distributed.
Given P(0 < z < 1.2263):0.39 and P(0 <z< 7.14757):0.43.: (05 Marks)
The joint probability distribution of two random variables X crnd Y is as follows:w

..

i,!., \

rii;,cov1x, v;

M,@
a. Explain the terms: i) Null hypothesis ii) I'ype I and Type II errors. (05 Marks)
b, The nine items of a sample have 1!.q.y;rlties 45, 47 , 50, 52, 48, 47, 49,53, 5l. Does the mean

of these differ significantly from ihe i.ssumed mean of 47.5? (05 Marks)
(o I o'rl

c. Civenthematrix O=l O O ,lthenshowthatAisaregularstochasticmatrix.(06Marks)

\)l y, o)

OR
10 a. A die was thrown 9000 times and of these 3220 yielded a 3 or 4, can the die be regarded as

unbiased? (05 Marks)
b. Explain: i) 'fransient state ii.; Absorbing state iii) Recurrent state (05 Marks)
c. A student's study habits are as follows. If he studies one night, he is 700% sure not to study

the nexi night. On the other hand, i1'he does not study one night, he is 60% sure not to study
the next night. In the long run, how often does he study? (06 Marks)

* * 2 of 2 >k *

c.

Determine: i) Marginal distribution of X and Y ii) Covariance of X and Y
iii)Correlation of X and Y (06 Marks)

OR
Derive mean and standard deviation of exponential distribution. (05 Marks)
In an examination 7o/o of students score less than35%o marks and 89Yo of students score less

Compute: D E(X) and E(Y) iD E(XY) iv) p(X, Y) (06 Marks)

lon
Y

X
-3 1 4

I 0.1 0.2 0.2
J 0.3 0.1 0.i

lon o

Y-----X -4 2 1

I 1/8 114 t/8
5 1t4 l/8 l/8
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eigen

[t r rlti
Find the rank of the matrix by elementary row transformations 

| 
2 , ,1.

133:tj
Solvethesystem of linearequations x+y+ z=6:2x-31,+42.-8; x- y+22=5
elimination method.

Module-2

sotu. 1'l +4y =tan2x bythe method of variation cf parameters.
dx'JJI

sorr. d'X *sB+6x =0. given x(0)=g. -qr1g; = ts.
dt' dt u \-/

Solve (o' * sn + 6)y = e* . .,,, 
''' 

"
.oR

Solve by the method of undetern:iinect,coeffcients (D2 -2D + 5)y =25x' +12.
Solve (O' + 3D + 2)y = ,in Z* .

Solve (D2 -2D -1)y = s..0b5a,.

(05 Marks)

i by Gauss

(05 Marks)

(06 Marks)

(05 Marks)

(05 Marks)

(06 Marks)

(05 Marks)

(05 Marks)

(06 Marks)

(05 Marks)

,-, . I Module-3

Find the Laplace trnirilbrms of, (i) tcos2 r (ii) I -e-'
t: ' t

Find the
A

transforms of. (i) e-'' (2cos5t -sin 5t) (ii) 3Jt +|.
Jt

c. Express the function. f (t) = 
1 ,. , , O in terms of unit step function and hence find its
I

Laplace transform. (05 Nlarks)
I of 2

ffiSeMffi

vaiues and eigen
OR

vector corresponding to the largest eigen

1sMATDIP41

by reducing to echelon form. (06 NIarks)
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OR

a. Find the Laplace transform of the periodic

.17
havtng perrod -.

Ct')

b. Find the Laplace transform of 2' + tsin t. l

c. Find the Laplace rransform ol 2tin 
"'l]-t-.:t

lsMATDIP4T

f(t;=Esinrot, 0<t<1
(D

(06 Marks)

(05 Marks)

(05 Marks)

.'..:
f, rl.:

function defined by
, .'. .- 1r- '.: .. '..

I. .""-t l
1_1\,. . j,:

Ilodule-4
a. Using laplace transforms metirod, solve y" - 6y'+ 9 : t2ei,

b. Find the inverse Laplace iransforms oL t i) s2 - 3s + 4

s'

rr. (i) r"r[t_l)c. Find the inve,rse i-aplace transforms r "\s-l/
.

, y(0) : 2, y'(0) = $. (06 l\Iarks)

s+3(tt) 
=----;--- - 105 llarks)
s'-4s+13

)
S.(tt1 --- (o5i\tarks.1

(S_ZJ

8 a. Solvethesimultaneousequarion, ** 5x-2y=t, + +2x+y=0 beinggiven x=y=0dt - ., 
dt 

t-^rJ -vuLilrBBlvsllx
: .. ..11)figp { _ 

Q. (06 Marks)
,. 'b, tri-,{ +r^^ :'^.,^-^^ r ^.^r^^^.-- r . -, 

(s ) . i

F ind thc inrre"co I a^lo^o r-^^^f^*'-^ ^r 2s2 - 6s + 5c' Find the inverse Laplace transforms of =-sr:;s: +lls_6. (05 Marks)

l

N{odule_S .r,.r.
9 a. Fo.r any three arbitrary events A, B, ffi;;;t ,

r(a ue L/ c) = p(A) +p(B) + p(c) - r(a n e)-'r1e n c)-p(c,.'A; * p(A n B n c)
b' A.class l^: 1.9 

boys and 5 girls. Three studenrs u."."te"tiolur rundo-, one afterlfffi:l
Find p.robability that, (i) first two are boys and thirc: is girl (ii) first and third boys and
second is girl. (iii) first and third of same sex and rhe:s"Jond is of opposite sex.

l' c' In a certain college 25% of boys and lozo".of,girls are studying marhemaric, 
t+iryIil

constitute 60Yo of the student body. (i).whaf islhe probabiliiy that mathematics is being
studied ? (ii) if a student is selected atrrandom and is found io be studying mathematics,
find the probability that the studqlq is a girl? (iii) a boy? (06 Marks)

l-.. ,..

.'. "'.r oR10 a. State and prove Bayes theolern" '

c whose chances 
"J3:,Y;;:lllt

are -, - and - re:oectively. What is the probability that the problem will be solved?23 4

poinrs. (i) once. (Ifffil[]once (iii) twice. (06 Marks)

-. r-t,".:
-.".'r 'l )
'..'..:..:..' OR

**r<r<>F
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iii) Kinematic chain
vi) Degree of freedom

15ME42

Max. Marks: 80

(06 Vlarks)
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(05 Marks)

Fourth Semester B.E. Degree nxilirxllihation, JuneTJuly 2018
Ki nematics d$"ifiUl ach i nes

Time: 3 hrs.
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Note: Answer any FIVE full queltlgns; choosing one full question from each module.

i ':" ''l:: 
r

ir, .,1 'l' Module-l
a. Define the following:

i) Link ii) Kinematic pairs
iv) Mechanism v) Structure

b. Explain with neat sketch crank and slotted lever mechanism.
c. Explain with neai sketch peaucellier mechanism.

v) Position and linear velocity of any point G on thr: coirrrecting rod which
velocity relative to crank shaft.

OR
State and prove Aronhold Kennedy's theorem.
In a slider crank mechanism, the tength of crank and connecting rod are 125 mm and
500 mm respectively. The centre of grii:ity 'G' of the connecting rod is275 mm from the
slider. The crank speed is 600 rprp,.clEekwise. The crank makes 45o from inner dead centre.
Locate allthe instantaneous centers and find velocity of slider, velocity of slider, velocity of
point G and angular velocity. of'connecting rod. By Klein's construction, determine the
acceleration of the slider ql$-tlrp'loint G. (12 Marks)

Thecranko,unuo6li,d.,oo.-,"ffiratioofconnectipgrodlengthtocrankradius
is 4. Determing.:thdlla'iceleration of piston when the crank has turned through 45o from the
inner dead:Sarill:6 position and moving towards center at 240 rpm by complex algebra
analysis. - (16 Marks)

OR
a. Derive the expression for Freudenstein's equation for slider crank mechanism. (t2 Marks)
b. Explain function generation for four bar mechanism. (0,1 Marks)

I of 2

ffi$,ffihmm,

OR
a. Explain with neat sketch Ackerman steering mechanism. Mention condition for correcl

siecring. (08 Marks)
b. Explain with neat sketch: i) Oldham's coupling ii) Pantograph. (08 rrtarksl

Module-2
The crank and connecting rod of a theoretical steam engine are 0.5 m and 2rn long
respectively. The crank makes 180 rpm in the clockwise direction. When it has turned 45o

from the inner dead centre position, determine:
i) Velocity of piston
ii) Angular velocity of connecting rod
iii) Velocity of point E on the connecting rod 0.5 m from the crairli end
iv) Velocities of rubbing at the pins of the crank shalt, crank and cross head when the

diameter of their pins are 50 mm, 60 mm and 30 mm lcspr'ctively
has the least

(16 Marks)

(04 Marks)
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7a.
b.

Module-4
Derive the equation for length of path of contact. (08 Marks)
A pair of involute spur gears with l6o pressirle arigle and pitch of module 6 mm in mesh.
The number of teeth on pinion is l6 and its rctational speed is 240 rpm. When the gear ratio
is 1 .75, find in order that the interference is just avoided:
i) The addenda on pinion and gear v,'Lreel

ii) Length of'path olcontact
iii) The maximum velocity of sii'Jing of teeth on either side of the pitch point. (08 Marks)

OR
8 a. Explain with neat sketch:

il S imple gear tra.in

ii) Compound gtr3r tr'3in
iii) Reverted gear rrain
ivl Epicyciic gcrr train (08 Marks)

b. In an ei.ic),clic gear train, an arm carries two gears A and B having 36 and 45 teeth
respectively. If the arm of the gear train rotates at 150 rpm in the anticlockwise direction
about the centre of the gear A u'hich is fixed, determine the speed of the gear B. If the gear

A ir:stead of using fixeJ, makes 300 rpm in the clockwise dirrection, whaiwill be the sp-eccJ

c,igear B. Arrangen,ent is shown in Fig.Q8(b).

AT\

F ig.Q8(b) 
i,ri 

i 

'.li) 

(08 Marks)

Module-S .,,,,. '"

A cam is to be designed for a knife edge followeri,&iffi'the following data, cam lift :40 mm
during 90o for camiotation with simple harpohicim6tion, dwell for the next 30o, during the
next 60o of cam rotation, the follower retqrns{c its original position with simple harmonic
motion, dwell during the remaining 180't..,'iliiw the profile of the cam when the line of
stroke of the follower passes through ihe'aXis of cam shaft. The radius of the base circle of
the cam is 40 mm. Determine the..thaXi?fum velocity and acceleration of the follower during
its ascent and descent, if the cam rotates at240 rpm. Assume the direction of cam rotation is
clockwise. (16 Marks)

OR
In a symmetrical tangent cam operating a roller follower. the least radir"rs of the carn is
30 mrn and roller rat!ius is 17.5 rnrn. The angle of ascent is 75" and the total lift is 17.5 mm.
The speed of thc canr shaft is 600 rpm. Calculate:
i) The principai dimensions of the cam.
ii) The a.ccelerations of the follower at the beginning of the lift, where straight flank merges

into the circular nose and at the apex of the circular nose. Assume that there is no dwell
bet''veen ascent and descent. (16 Marks)

"Arw.* (-

10
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optimum pressure ratio

r5ME43

Max. Marks: 80

(08 Marks)
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Note: L. Answer any FIW futt qilefgiois, choosing one full question from each module

. 2. Use of thermoayng,fr,Frtlata handbook is permitted.
.:*. -;-,..

<rl.o.,t:)"' Module-l
a. Derive an expresqigp,'b,i'tnean effective pressure in an air standard Otto cycle. (08 Marks)

b. Compression,ratiQi$f an air standard dual cycle is 8. Air is at 100 kPa, 300 K at the
beginning of.thp compression process. The temperature of air at the end of constant pressure

heat add(i6:rl:pdcess is 1300 K. The net heat transfer to the cycle is 480 kJ/kg. Determine:
i) Ha{it}i$ded during constant volume per kg of air
ii) Alr siandard cycle efficiency and

iii) rrr.e.p.

2 a. For a simple gas turbine cycle, the
cycle is given by

II r, l, ,-,
r -{n^n- '}P I r! rr T Il tt rl

(08 Marhs)

for maximum work orfput of

where e6 and Ir are the isentropic efficiency of compressor and tqfbfi9:i.trectively, T: and

Tr : maximum and minimum temperature of the cycle respective.ly;.,v.= C/C" (08 Marks)
b. Determine the network output and thermal e{ficiency of ani,i.-$i}jiil'gas turbine cycle having

two stages of compression with perfect intercooling, tw-qrsthAeb of expansion with perfect
reheating between the stages and an ideal regenerator. (t!-u^o"Vdrall pressure ratio of the cycle
is 4 and the maximum temperature of the cycle F,900'C. Assume that the atmospheric
temperature is 15oC and the cycle is designefrl.furi.:maximum work output. Draw the
schematic and T-S diagrams for the cycle.

ILojslqz
3 a. Why is Carnot cycle not practicable for slcam power plant? Explain briefly with the help of

T-S diagram ,,;,,.. ,.",.,t.' (06 Marks)

Discuss the effect of (i) Boilerprerssure and (ii) Superheat on the performance of a Rankine
cycle. ,lij.,.i:-;." (06 Marks)

A steam power plant opgrhgei$.'dh a theoretical reheat cycle. Steam at boiler with 150 bar,

550'C expands through tliii:fii[h pressure turbine. It is reheated at a constant pressure of 40

bar to 550'C and exiairds through the low pressure turbine to a condenser at 0.1 bar. Draw
h-s diagram and finrJ:

i) Quality olstsarn at turbine exit
ii) Cyc le e ffic iency
iii) Steam rate in kg/KW.h

: OR

l of 3

(04 Marks)
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(08 Marks)

4a.

b.

7a.

With the help of flow and h-s diagram, derive an expres:iion for cycle efficiency and also for
mass of steam bled in a practicalregenerative steam clcle with one open feed water heater.

(08 Marks)
Steam at 30 bar,350'C is supplied to a steftm turbine in a practical regenerative cycle and
the steam is bled at 4 bar. The bled stear,.t comes out as dry saturated steam and heats the
feed water in an direct contact type freri water heater to its saturated liquid state. The rest of
the steam in the turbine expands to cr-'ndenser pressure of 0.1 bar. Assuming the turbine
efficiency to be same before ancl alter bleeding; determine:
i) The turbine efficiency
iit Stealn quality at the ctrndr^nser inlet
iii) Mass of steam bled per kg of boiler steam
iv ) Cyc le el'fic iertcy.

5a.
b.

':6a.

b.

Module-3
With neat sketch, explain the Orsat's apparatus used for exhaust gas analysis. (06 Marks)
The products of combustion of an unknown hydrocarbon C*H, have the following
compositiln as measured by an Orsat apparatus: COz : 8.0%o, CO = 0.9Yo, Oz : 8.8% and
rest is l\lr. Determine:
1) Composition of the fuel
ii; 'fhe air-fuel ratio
iii) Percentage of excess air
iv) Dew point ternperatLrre of the products if the total pressure is 1.0 bar.

OR
Explain the principle of conducting Morse test on IC engines for deterrnining frictional
power. (0,1 Marks)
List the factors affecting the detonation. (02 Marks)
A 4-cylinder 2-stroke petrol engine has a bore of 57 mm un,1 51i,pl,.e of 90 mrn. Its rated
speed is 2800 rpm and is tested at this speed against a brake. w'hich has a torque arm of
0.356 m. The net brake load is, 155 N and the fuel consu;-nption is 6.14 lit/h. The specific
gravity of the petrol is 0.735 and it has a calorific valut: <:1 44200 kJ/kg. A Morse test is

carried out and the cylinders are cut-out in order 1.1.3.4 with corresponding brake loads
1ll, 106.5. 104.2 and 111.3 N respectivelv. Calculate lbr this speed :

i) The engine torque ii) Brake mcan effective pressure
iii) Brake thermal efficiency iv) BSFC
v) Mechanical elficiency vi) Indicated thermal efficiency. (10 Marks)

An air refrigeraiigrl*ystem working on Reversed Brayton Cycle with 15 tonnes capacity has

its pressurg,,,$pg,F 1 bar to 10 bar. Air enters the compressor at -5oC and enters the expander
at 25oCo-.'l\ssuming the isentropic efficiency of expander and compressor each has 8502,

find: i}..COP' ii) Air flow rate and iii) Power required. (06 Marks)
c. W-frritir,b the desirable properties of good refrigerant?

A vapour compression plant ,etlin tZ and is to develop 5 tonnes of refrigeiation. The
condenser and evaporator teryperhtures are to be 40oC and -lOoC respectively. Determine:
i) The refrigerant flow rate in kg/s
ii) Heat rejected in the condenser in KW
iii) coP
iv) Power requircci io drive the compressor (06 Marks)

2of3

(04 Marks)
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OR
8 a. With a neat sketch explain the working of air conr.litioning system for hot and dry sllmmer

condition. Show the processes on psychrornetric chart. (08 Marks)
b. It is required to design an air conditioniua plant for a office room with the following

cond it ions:
Outdoor conditions: 14"C DBT and I r)'(.' WBT
Required conditions: 20'C DBT and 60% RH
Amount of air circulation = 0.3 nr3/nrin/person

'i

Seating capacity of office : 60
The required condition is r,chieved first by heating and then
Determine:
i) Heating capacity ot the

lactor of the cori is 0.4.
coil in KW and surface temperature required if the by-pass

by adiabatic humidifying.

(08 Marks)

ii) The capacity of the humidifier. (08 Marks)

Module-5
a. Deri',,e the condition for minimum rvork required by a two stage air compressor with perfect

intercoc,ling between stages. Assume the compression follows the law PVn: C lor stage-i
and for the stage-2 follows PV' : C. Reduce this equation when n : m. (08 Marts)

b, A single stage, double acting air compressor. required to deliver 1rl m3 of air per rninule
measured at 1.013 bar and 15"C. The delivery pressure is 7 bar and speed is 300 rpnr. -lake

the clearance volume as 5o/o of swept volume with the compression and expansion index,
n : 1.3. Calculate:
i) the bore and stroke of the cylinder assuming L : 1.2 D
ii) Delivery temperature
iii) Indicated power required.

OR

'.
I., '.....

r' ,'' ' (0g Marks)

' : !.'..'

l0 a. Prove that maximum flow rate of steam per unit area through a nozzle occurs when the ratio

| ^) ',"'-,

of pressure at throat to the inlet pressure is equal to I -4. j' ' u,here n: isentropic index of' \n+l)
expansion. (08 Marks)

b. An adiabatic steam nozzle is to be designed for : riischarge rate of l0 kg/s of steam from
10barand400'Ctoabackpressureof lbar.Thenozzleefficiencyis0.g2andthefrictional
loss is assumed to take place in the diverging portion of the nozzle only. Calculate:
i) Velocity of steam at throat and exit of'the nozzle, ii) Throat and exit area. Assume index
of expansion = 1.3. ./: "^d -.r

*****l'.r '

r'l:_...,.i.
. l.:.li .i"

/-"i i' 
"'tr'! : i.../'

,r'".'-n i I('\/'/' '.i.'

,'. "i:il',. taa,

.4.1.. ":i
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(06 Marks)

Time: 3 hrs.

Fourth Semester B.E. Degree Ex*rnimation, June/July 2018
Fluid Mechanics

'- '1''"
..--t t;t: .'

b. Differentiate between : i) Steady flow and Unsteady flo'w ii)
Turbr"rlent flow iii) Uniform and Non * Uniform flow.

c. Define and explain stream function and velocity potentiai furrction.

OR
State assumptions in Bernoulli's equation and derive the relation.
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Note:,4nswer any FIVEfull cluestions, choosing onefull question/iom eoch module.

)Iodu le- I
I a. Define following terms with SI units : i) Mass density ii) Kinematic viscosity

iii) Capillarity iv) fJompressibility. (08 Marks)
b. A circular shaft ot'dianreter 3Omm is rotating in a journal bearing of length 20cm. Speed of

shaft is 360 rpm, The clearance between shaft and bearing is 0.6rnm and dynarnic viscosity
is 0.2 N-S/m2^ l)etermine Torque and Power required to rotate the shaft at given speed.

. 
(08 Marks)

OR
2 a. State and prove Hydrostatic [aw, (0,1 Marks)

b. Deflne Meta centre and explain its importance in stabitity of floating bodies. (04 Nlarksi

c. Determine the total hydrostatic force and its location on a circular plate immersed in a tank
contarnrng oil. The circular plate is inclined at 300 to free surface of oit and nearest point of
it circumference is l.2m below free surface. Diarneter of circular plat is 5m an.J specitic

(08 Marks)gravity oloil is 0.90.

Module-2
3 a. Derive continuity equation in Cartesian co-ordinates for a fluid flow irr 3 - Dimensions.

(06 Marks)
Viscous flow and

(06 Marks)
(04 Marks)

(06 Marks)4a.
b.

c.

Differentiate between Venturi meter and Orifice meter. (04 Marks)
A 3Ocm x 15cm venturimeter is inserted iu+ryBrtical pipeline carrying oilof specific gravity
0.85, the flow of oil is upwards. fnroatlsqgtion is 50cms above inlet section oiventurimeter.
The oil mercury differential manometej'lives a reading of 30cms of mercury. Find the rate
of oil flow in lts/sec and pressuie difference between inlet and throat section. Assume
Ca : 0.96. Neglect all losses.

Module-3
a. Derive Hagen Poiseuiiie eqr-ration fo, trInin* now,through a circular pipe. (08 Marks)
b. Oil of viscosity t0 Poi<e flows between two parallel plates are kept at a distance of 5Omm

apart. Find the rate of'oil flow between the plates if the pressure drop per meter length is

0.3N/cn-r2. widrh of plate is 200mm and tength of ptate is 1.8m. Specific gravityir$r8ilr.url

OR
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Derive Darcy - Weisbach relation for a fluid flow,tlirO:ugh a pipe. (08 Marks)
Determine rate of water flow through a pipe <rf c.liameter 20cm and length 50m, with one end
connected to atank and other end of pipe is opcn to the atmosphere. The pipe is horizontal
and height of water level in the tank is 7;5nr above pipe axis. Consider all losses and assume
f : 0.01. Draw I-{GL.

7 a. Explain the term : i) Lift

(08 Marks)

iii) Displacement thickness iv) Momentum

(08 Marks)

OR
analysis in the model similitude. Explain Rayleigh

(06 Marks),,'..:

b. The fiictional torque T of a disc of diameter D depends on speed N, in a fluid of dynami,.
visr;osity p and density of f'luid p in a turbulent fluid flow. By Bukingham Pi methocl.
rJevelop a relatiion for frictiictionaltorque T. (10 MarLs)

Module-5
9 a. Derive an expression for velocity of sound in a fluid. il(08 Marks) a. LJenve an expresslon lor veloclty oI sound rn a llurd. (08 Marks)

b. An Aeroplane is flying at an height of 15km where the temperature is -500C, The speed of
the plan is corresponding to Mach number 2.0. Assume K : 1.4 , R : ?S7. J/kii oK. Find the
speed of the plane.

OR
10 a. Define the following terms : i) Mach number

iv) Subsonic flow v) Supersonic flow.
b. Explain the meaning o CFD and its applications.

thickness. ;r ,11 ": (08 Marks)
b. A thin plate is moving iii air at a velocity of 5m/s. The length of plate is 0.6m and width

0.5m, Find the thickne,ss ',:f boundary layer at the end of the plate and drag force on one side
of the plate. Take derisity of air as 1.24 kglm' and the kinematic viscosity 0.15 stokes.

8 a. Explain importance of din,ensional
methr,d of the dimensional analvsis.

(08 Marks)

ii) Mach cr;ne iii) Zone of action
(10 Marks)
(06 Marks)

2 of2
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(08 N'larks)

(()8 Marks)

(08 Marks)
degas ificat io n

(08 Marks)

(0E Marks)
sans casting

(08 Marks)

Mention its
(08 Marks)
(08 Marks)

(08 Marhs)
(08 Marks)

Fourth Semester B.E. Degree Examimation, June/July 2018
Metal Gasting alrd Welding

.:',,t'-l: i

''"; l: " '' MaX' MarkS: 80

Note: Answer any FIW full questionsi,',ch,oosing one full question from each module.

Module-1
a. Briefly explain the steps invo:{Vt-d in manufacturing of product by casting process. (08 Marks)
b. What is pattern? Explain,difibrent pattern allowances. (0s Marks)

OR
2 a. With a neat sl<etch rrpiain the working principle of "Sand Slinger''.

b. Explain with neat sl<etch carbon dioxide (CO:) moulding process.
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(08 Marks)
(08 Marks)

Module-2
3 a. How do you classify the melting furnace? Draw a neat sketch and explain the working of gas

fired pit lurnace. (08 N,tarks)

b. \Aiha.t are the zones in "CUPOLA"? With neat sketch explairr Cupola furnace. (08 NIarks)

OR
4 a. With neat sketch, explain contirruous casting process.

b. With neat sketch, explain Hot chamber pressure die casting process.

5

Module-3
a. What is nucleation? Explain type of nucleation with neat sketch.

. :- :t',":,

:\ " 
.',tt i LiyLqrtr LJyw vr rrqvrv@!rvtl vv lLll ltv4L aNvLvll.

b. What is degasification in liquid metals? Explain with neat sketch fiushing
method.

,.. . .'L

OR

OR
8 a. Explain with neat sketch:

(i) Seam welding process (i!) Explosive welding process. (08 Marks)
b. Explain with neat sketch. "LASER" bear"n welding and mention its advantages and

disadvantages. (08 Marks)

6 a. With neat sketch, explain Stri casting set-up.
b. What is fettling? What are the steps involved in feitiing'.'Explain briefly

dcfects' 
Modurc-4

7 a. Sketch and explain "MlG" IMetal Inert Crrs welding] welding process.
advantages and d isadvantages.

b. Explain with a neat sketch, 'oSAW" [Submerged Arc Welding] process.

Module-5

b. With neat sketch and explain Ultrasonic inspection of casting process.

9 a. What is heat affecte,i zone (HAZ)? Explain the parameters affectingHAZ. (08 Marlis)
b. Explain with nc:at sketch, Oxy-Acetylene welding process. (08 Marlis)

OR
10 a. Differentiate between Soldering and Brazing. Mention their advantages and disadvantages.

*r<***
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Fourth Semester B.E. Degree Cramination, June/July 2018
Mechanical Measrzrelr"rents and Metrology

Time: 3 hrs. Max. Marks: 80

Note: Answer any FIVE futt questions, choosing one full question from each module.

't..'-. ." Module-l
a. What is a materia{.iihnelard? List out-if,ilIiliages of wavelength standard (06 Marks)

b. Explain aboullt:sgbdivisions of standards. (04 Marks)
c. A calibrated. r1.r.g.ter bar has an actual length of 1000.0008mm. It is to be used in the

calibration'of,two bars A and B each having a length of 500mm when compared with meter
bar L.r 'f Ls was found to be shorter by 0.0004mm. In comparing A with B it was found that
A was 0.0006mm longerthan B. Find the actual length of A and B. (06 Marks)

OR
2 a. How do you specify sine bar and explain why it is not preferred to rreasure greater than -45o.

(05 Vlarl<s)

b. What are slip gauges? Explain about wringing of slip gauge and care of slip garige.
(05 Marl<s)

c. Using r\l,ii2 set, of siip gauges buiici tne fbiiowing dimension with protector blocks at both

ends of 2mm blocks individually i) 29.758 ii) 57.895" (06 Marks)

Module-2
3 a. Define:

i) Basic hole
ii) Selective assernbly
iiD Allowance
iv) Tolerance
v) Fundamental deviation

4a.
b.

c.

5a.
b.

b. Why shaft basis system is not preferred? . ' .' (03 Marks)

c. Design the gaugei to check 5dCz the p.p;'iol.C-: 0.52D0 
2. The diameter falls in the step of

30-50mm. The quality for grade 7 is 1 6i wtrere i : 0.45 VD + 0.001D. (08 Marks)

OR
Illustrate with a neat sketch, the lvorking of Zeiss optimeter. (06 Marks)

Classify the different comparator and explain the functional requirements. (04 Marks)

Differentiate measuring insf ruments, gauges and comparators. (06 Marks)

Module-3
Explain the threc r.r,ire method to find the effective diameter of screw thread. (06 Marks)

List out the various methods of measuring the gear tooth thickness explain any one of it.

(05 Marl<s)

(08 Marks)
(02 Marks)c. What do ]ou mean by pressure angle of a Gears?

l af 2



OR
G a. List tlie various coordinates measuring machines. Sketch. and explain coordinate measuring

machine. (06 Marks)

b. With a neat sketch explain about laser interf,eronteter. (06 Nlarks)

c. List out applications of tool makers microscope. (04 Marks)

l:l[o0"te+
7 a, Define: i) Accuracy ii) Precision iii) Loading effect iv) Calibration v) Error.(05 Marks)

b. Explain the working of generaiii:ed measurement system with block diagram taking one of
the exarnples"

c" Discuss briefly about l-VDT.

0td
8 a. Discuss briefl;' abot[ electronic amplifiers.

b. What are terniina.ting devices? Explain in detail CRO'

Sketiir a proving ring and explain how it is used for force measurement.

fiorv are dynamometers classified? Explain with a sketch rope brake dynamometer.
(05 lr!at'ks)

With a neat sketch explain Mcleod gauge used for pressure measuremcnt. (061\tarks)

9a.
b.

c.

15MEB406

(06 Marks)
(05 Marks)

(08 Marks)
(08 Marks)

(05 Markq),

(06 Marks)

10;l Niarks,l

(06 Marhs)

OR
LC a. Disc,-rss ahout ternperature compensation in strain gauges.

b. List out materials used fbr therrnocouples.
c. Explain the working principle of opticaI pyrometer.

Module-5
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